Community
refers to the
people around the
airport and their
homes, public spaces,
and community
facilities

Community
Expanding Heathrow will potentially affect communities around the
airport, during construction and once the new runway is operational.
What we need to do
We need to prepare an Environmental
Impact Assessment (EIA). This will assess
the likely significant effects associated with
Heathrow expansion on community. The
assessment will also set out measures that
could be put in place to avoid, reduce or
compensate those effects as appropriate.

Enhanced compensation: A package of financial
compensation for residents in the Compulsory Purchase
Zone (CPZ) – set out in detail in Heathrow’s Property Policies
(which includes support for people facing financial hardship)

Potential
Effect

Proposed Mitigation: In addition to financial
compensation, a set of measures to help people find
information, support and help in moving home

People
whose homes
will be required
for Expansion will
need to move to new
homes, possibly away
from established
communities

Potential
Effect

Proposed Mitigation: A Green
Infrastructure Strategy to ensure
communities can access public open
spaces, recreational routes and sports
facilities that could be affected

Some
public open spaces,
recreational routes and
spaces, and community
facilities will be lost as a result
of land required for expansion,
and others may be affected
by environmental changes
such as noise or air
quality

Potential
Effect

Compensation:
Potential
Heathrow will consult
changes in
on a ‘community
people’s lives and in
compensation
the way communities
fund’
operate, as a result of
changes to homes,
spaces and the
environment
Proposed Mitigation:
A voluntary compensation
package for residents in the Wider
Property Offer Zone (WPOZ)

The policy context
The Airports National Policy Statement requires
that a Community Engagement Board is
established to “ensure that local communities
are able to contribute effectively to the delivery
of expansion, including to consultations and
evidence gathering during the planning process”.
The independent Heathrow Community
Engagement Board was set up in 2018 and is
actively working with communities to make sure
that engagement between Heathrow and local
people is constructive and effective.
To find out more information please visit:
www.hceb.org.uk

www.heathrowexpansion.com
HEATHROW EXPANSION
EQUALITY IMPACT
ASSESSMENT ENGAGEMENT

Proposed Mitigation: A strategy to limit the impact on
or replace important local community facilities that are
displaced, serving the communities that rely on them

Proposed Mitigation: A suite of environmental measures
including noise insulation and refurbishment to ensure where
possible community facilities can continue to serve their communities

Proposed Mitigation: A suite of environmental
management measures to limit the noise, air
quality and other effects on people and homes
close to the construction areas

Proposed Mitigation: A Code of Construction Practice
– will include measures available for people to find out
information about, or raise concerns about, construction activity

The
construction
of the Project will
lead to changes in the
environment and land use
of the local area, and require
a temporary construction
workforce who will need
accommodation and may
use public services
locally
Potential
Effect

Proposed Mitigation: A Worker Management Strategy – including
safe and well-managed caravan sites for workers in the construction
area to reduce effects on local housing markets, and a code of conduct
that workers will need to adhere to, whilst working on the Project

Engage with us
Engagement with local residents and community
groups is critical to making sure that communities
can understand the potential effects of the
Project, and influence the mitigation of them.
We are working to collect as much information
as possible about the people and places that
could be affected by expansion. To build a
detailed picture of the current situation we have
been reviewing published data.

We also want to engage with community groups
and the organisations that provide, protect and
use important local community facilities and
public services.
We would really like you to tell us the position
of the organisation you represent on issues and
considerations relating to potential effects on
communities. We would like you to tell us about
what’s important to you, so that we can make
sure we identify ways to manage any effects and
put in place the most effective mitigation.

Further details about the findings of our
Preliminary Environmental Information
Report (PEIR) will be available at the
Heathrow Airport Expansion consultation
that is due to take place from in June 2019.

For more information contact the
Expansion Community Engagement Team
on freephone
0800 307 7996
(Mon to Fri 9am-6pm) or email us at
communityrelations@heathrow.com

